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Rex-Royal S300 CT
The Rex-Royal S300 CT combines the most modern technology with easy operation in a compact 
design. The professional coffee machines with a variety of coffee preparations and a hot water output of up to 25 litres 
per hour. Thanks to the double dispenser you can prepare two espressos/coffees at the same time.

Coffee Hot Water

Features

- The proven, further-developed, metal brewing unit holds 
up to 23 grams of coffee powder and fulfills the highest 
demands for coffee quality.

- „Double-Shot“ function for that „Extra-Shot“ espresso.
- „PerfectBrew“ for an optimal extraction of coffee for 

individual as well as double dispensing.

- High-resolution capacitive, 7“ colour TouchScreen for 
the programming of up to 24 beverages.

- Easy operation and care thanks to visual user prompts 
and automated cleaning.

- Modular construction of the coffee machine for short 
intervention and maintenance downtimes.

Advantages

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 620 x 721 mm **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 

25 litres/h 
25 litres/h 

Hot Water 
no 
no 

Instant 
no 
no 

Steam 
no 
no 

Fresh Milk 
42 kg 
42 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

October 2016

Brewing accelerator
Second Rex-Royal grinder 
Payement systems
Mobile carts 

Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
and much more

Add-on units and options
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Rex-Royal S300 CTI
It offers an even larger variety of flavours. Be it sweet dreams of chocolate or the scent of vanilla: The milling and 
brewing of the coffee as well as the newest technology in milk- and chocolate-powder preparation will make sure you 
get delicious instant beverages at the touch of a button.

- Two large instant powder hoppers expand your hot 
beverage menu to include delicious chocolate or, for 
example, a vanilloccino.

- Due to the convenient cleaning of the instant version 
and the large capacity of the two instant powder hop-
pers, the S300 with instant is also especially suited to the  
office.

- The proven, further-developed, metal brewing unit holds 
up to 23 grams of coffee powder and fulfills the highest 
demands for coffee quality.

- „Double-Shot“ function for that „Extra-Shot“ espresso.
- „PerfectBrew“ for an optimal extraction of coffee for 

individual as well as double dispensing.
- High-resolution capacitive, 7“ colour TouchScreen for 

the programming of up to 24 beverages.
- Easy operation and care thanks to visual user prompts 

and automated cleaning.
- Modular construction of the coffee machine for short 

intervention and maintenance downtimes.

Advantages

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 620 x 721 mm **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 

25 litres/h 
25 litres/h 

Hot Water 
2 containers 
2 containers 

Instant 
no 
no 

Steam 
no 
no 

Fresh Milk 
44 kg 
44 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

October 2016

Coffee Hot Water

Features
Instant Products

Brewing accelerator
Second Rex-Royal grinder 
Payement systems
Mobile carts 

Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
and much more

Add-on units and options
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Rex-Royal S300 CST
With the powerful S300 CST, the CT version (coffee and hot water) is enhanced to give it that barista feeling. Using the 
control knob you can adjust the steam output yourself to froth the milk for your favourite cappuccino or other milk 
speciality. Mix your desired drink the classic way – by hand.

- Powerful steam lance with optimised steam nozzle for 
the easy preparation of hot milk or the most delicate 
milk froth.

- The proven, further-developed, metal brewing unit holds 
up to 23 grams of coffee powder and fulfills the highest 
demands for coffee quality.

- „Double-Shot“ function for that „Extra-Shot“ espresso.
- „PerfectBrew“ for an optimal extraction of coffee for 

individual as well as double dispensing.

- High-resolution capacitive, 7“ colour TouchScreen for 
the programming of up to 24 beverages.

- Easy operation and care thanks to visual user prompts 
and automated cleaning.

- Modular construction of the coffee machine for short 
intervention and maintenance downtimes.

Advantages

October 2016

Coffee Hot Water

Features
Steam

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 
2N 400VAC 6.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 352 x 620 x 721 mm * Alternating heating **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 
3 

30 litres/h* 
30 litres/h* 
35 litres/h 

Hot Water 
no 
no 
no 

Instant 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Steam 
no 
no 
no 

Fresh Milk 
47 kg 
47 kg 
47 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

Brewing accelerator
Second Rex-Royal grinder 
Payement systems
Mobile carts 

Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
Milk Control Sensor for R,Rd/UBR,UBRd 
and much more

Add-on units and options
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Rex-Royal S300 CSTI
In addition to the steam lance, the integrated instant module of the Rex-Royal S300 CSTI is also satisfying. Thus, alongs-
ide a consistent and excellent coffee quality you can also purchase hot chocolate and other instant powder beverages. 
All at the touch of a button and on a width of 34 cm.

- Two large instant powder hoppers expand your hot 
beverage menu to include delicious chocolate or, for 
example, a vanilloccino.

- Due to the convenient cleaning of the instant version 
and the large capacity of the two instant powder hop-
pers, the S300 with instant is also especially suited to the 
office.

- Powerful steam lance with optimised steam nozzle for 
the easy preparation of hot milk or the most delicate 
milk froth.

- The proven, further-developed, metal brewing unit holds 
up to 23 grams of coffee powder and fulfills the highest 
demands for coffee quality.

- „Double-Shot“ function for that „Extra-Shot“ espresso.
- „PerfectBrew“ for an optimal extraction of coffee for 

individual as well as double dispensing.
- Simultaneous preparation of coffee and hot-water beve-

rages.
- High-resolution capacitive, 7“ colour TouchScreen for 

the programming of up to 24 beverages.
- Easy operation and care thanks to visual user prompts 

and automated cleaning.
- Modular construction of the coffee machine for short 

intervention and maintenance downtimes.

Advantages

October 2016

Coffee Hot Water

Features
Instant ProductsSteam

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 
2N 400VAC 6.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 620 x 721 mm * Alternating heating **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 
3 

30 litres/h* 
30 litres/h* 
35 litres/h 

Hot Water 
2 containers
2 containers
2 containers

Instant 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Steam 
no 
no 
no 

Fresh Milk 
49 kg 
49 kg 
49 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

Brewing accelerator
Second Rex-Royal grinder 
Payement systems
Mobile carts 

Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
and much more

Add-on units and options
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Rex-Royal S300 MCT
With the intelligent Rex-Royal milk system, on all „M“ version machines you can purchase your coffee and milk 
beverages simultaneously and from one beverage outlet. The Rex-Royal S300 MCT is therefore particularly well suited 
for self-service. The advanced Rex-Royal milk system guarantees delicate foam of the highest standard. The beverage 
outlet can be easily opened and cleaned. You can choose from a wide range of fridges as add-on units.

- Warm milk beverages double-dispensed at the touch of 
a button with the self-priming M-version and FineFoam 
froth setting.

- An optional integrated milk-pumping system for 
individual adjustment of the milk temperature; option 
for dispensing of cold milk foam also an under-the-coun-
ter solution.

- The proven, further-developed, metal brewing unit holds 
up to 23 grams of coffee powder and fulfills the highest 
demands for coffee quality.

- High-resolution capacitive, 7“ colour TouchScreen for 
the programming of up to 24 beverages.

- Easy operation and care thanks to visual user prompts 
and automated cleaning.

- Modular construction of the coffee machine for short 
intervention and maintenance downtimes.

- Standard Milk Control Sensor for R,Rd/UBR,UBRd

Advantages

October 2016

Coffee Hot Water

Features
Fresh Milk

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 
2N 400VAC 6.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 352 x 620 x 721 mm * Alternating heating **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 
3 

30 litres/h* 
30 litres/h* 
35 litres/h 

Hot Water 
no
no
no

Instant 
no 
no 
no 

Steam 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Fresh Milk 
47 kg 
47 kg 
47 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

4 L Refrigerators 
4 L Refrigerators with tray
4 L Refrigerators with integrated heated Cup Holder
10 L Refrigerators
Brewing accelerator
Mobile Carts

Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Payment systems
Second Rex-Royal grinder / milk pump
Milk Control Sensor for R,Rd/UBR,UBRd
and much more

Add-on units and options
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Rex-Royal S300 MCTI
In addition to fresh milk and coffee processing, with the Rex-Royal S300 MCTI you can prepare beverages such as 
chocolate and e.g. vanilloccino at the touch of a button, thanks to an integrated instant module. The S300 MCTI stands 
for the unadulterated enjoyment of coffee, instant, and fresh-milk beverages. You can choose from a wide range of 
fridges as add-on units.

- Warm milk beverages double-dispensed at the touch of 
a button with the self-priming M-version and FineFoam 
froth setting.

- An optional integrated milk-pumping system for individual 
adjustment of the milk temperature; option for dispen-
sing of cold milk foam also an under-the-counter soluti-
on.

- Two large instant powder hoppers expand your hot 
beverage menu to include delicious chocolate or, for 
example, a vanilloccino.

- Due to the convenient cleaning of the instant version 
and the large capacity of the two instant powder hop-
pers, the S300 with instant is also especially suited to the 
office.

- The proven, further-developed, metal brewing unit holds 
up to 23 grams of coffee powder and fulfills the highest 
demands for coffee quality.

- Simultaneous preparation of coffee and hot-water beve-
rages.

- High-resolution capacitive, 7“ colour TouchScreen for 
the programming of up to 24 beverages.

- Easy operation and care thanks to visual user prompts 
and automated cleaning.

- Modular construction of the coffee machine for short 
intervention and maintenance downtimes.

- Milk Control Sensor for R,Rd/UBR,UBRd

Advantages

October 2016

Coffee Hot Water

Features
Fresh Milk Instant Products

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 
2N 400VAC 6.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 620 x 721 mm * Alternating heating **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 
3 

30 litres/h* 
30 litres/h* 
35 litres/h 

Hot Water 
2 containers 
2 containers 
2 containers 

Instant 
no 
no 
no 

Steam 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Fresh Milk 
49 kg 
49 kg 
49 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

4 L Refrigerators 
4 L Refrigerators with tray
4 L Refrigerators with integrated heated Cup Holder
10 L Refrigerators
Brewing accelerator
Mobile Carts

Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Payment systems
Second Rex-Royal grinder / milk pump
and much more

Add-on units and options
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Rex-Royal S300 MCST
The Rex-Royal S300 MCST stands for the unadulterated enjoyment of coffee and fresh-milk beverages. Whether you‘d 
like to froth the milk manually or prefer to prepare it at the touch of a button – the choice is yours. Non-stop and 
without loss of power in double and/or parallel dispensing. A coffee machine that will satisfy your capacity requirements. 
You can choose from a wide range of fridges as add-on units.

- Warm milk beverages double-dispensed at the touch of 
a button with the self-priming M-version and FineFoam 
froth setting.

- An optional integrated milk-pumping system for individual 
adjustment of the milk temperature; option for dispen-
sing of cold milk foam also an under-the-counter soluti-
on.

- Powerful steam lance with optimised steam nozzle for 
the easy preparation of hot milk or the most delicate 
milk froth.

- The proven, further-developed, metal brewing unit holds 
up to 23 grams of coffee powder and fulfills the highest 
demands for coffee quality.

- Simultaneous preparation of coffee and hot-water beve-
rages.

- High-resolution capacitive, 7“ colour TouchScreen for 
the programming of up to 24 beverages.

- Easy operation and care thanks to visual user prompts 
and automated cleaning.

- Modular construction of the coffee machine for short 
intervention and maintenance downtimes. 

- Milk Control Sensor for R,Rd/UBR,UBRd (standard)

Advantages

October 2016

Coffee Hot Water

Features
Fresh Milk Steam

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 
2N 400VAC 6.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 620 x 721 mm * Alternating heating **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 
3 

30 litres/h* 
30 litres/h* 
35 litres/h 

Hot Water 
no 
no 
no 

Instant 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Steam 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Fresh Milk 
48 kg 
48 kg 
48 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

4 L Refrigerators 
4 L Refrigerators with tray
4 L Refrigerators with integrated heated Cup Holder
10 L Refrigerators
Brewing accelerator
Mobile Carts

Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Payment systems
Second Rex-Royal grinder / milk pump
and much more

Add-on units and options
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Rex-Royal S300 MCSTI
The „all-in-one“ solution. Discover the difference of a complete version. The Rex-Royal S300 MCSTI leaves no room for 
compromise. At the touch of a button and with the appropriate cooling unit you can purchase the most varied coffee 
and milk beverages, but also produce a fine froth using the steam lance – just like a barista. Thanks to the integrated 
instant hoppers, hot chocolate and other instant beverages can be enjoyed immediately, plus hot water is dispensed 
at 35 litres per hour. 

CoffeeFresh Milk

Instant Products

Hot WaterSteam

Features

- Warm milk beverages double-dispensed at the touch of 
a button with the self-priming M-version and FineFoam 
froth setting.

- An optional integrated milk-pumping system for individual 
adjustment of the milk temperature; option for dispen-
sing of cold milk foam also an under-the-counter soluti-
on.

- Two large instant powder hoppers expand your hot  
beverage menu to include delicious chocolate or, for 
example, a vanilloccino.

- Due to the convenient cleaning of the instant version 
and the large capacity of the two instant powder hop-
pers, the S300 with instant is also especially suited to the  
office.

- Powerful steam lance with optimised steam nozzle for 
the easy preparation of hot milk or the most delicate 
milk froth.

- The proven, further-developed, metal brewing unit holds 
up to 23 grams of coffee powder and fulfills the highest 
demands for coffee quality.

- Simultaneous preparation of coffee and hot-water beve-
rages.

- High-resolution capacitive, 7“ colour TouchScreen for 
the programming of up to 24 beverages.

- Standard Milk Control Sensor for R,Rd/UBR,UBRd

Advantages

4 L Refrigerators 
4 L Refrigerators with tray
4 L Refrigerators with integrated heated Cup Holder
10 L Refrigerators
Brewing accelerator
Mobile Carts

Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Payment systems
Second Rex-Royal grinder / milk pump
and much more

Add-on units and options

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 
2N 400VAC 6.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 620 x 721 mm * Alternating heating **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 
3 

30 litres/h* 
30 litres/h* 
35 litres/h 

Hot Water 
2 containers 
2 containers 
2 containers 

Instant 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Steam 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Fresh Milk 
50 kg 
50 kg 
50 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

October 2016
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Rex-Royal S300 MCT-CF
By using the S300 MCT-CF with the Rex-Royal CompactFoam milk system you can make perfect hot or cold frothy milk 
in the required consistency. The S300 MCT-CF is the key to an unlimited range of drinks. As is the case with all „M“ 
models, with the CompactFoam (CF) range you can also serve all of the drinks that mix coffee and milk – from a perfect 
Latte Macchiato to a classic Espresso and lots more. The Rex-Royal S300 MCT-CF is especially suitable for self-service 
operations. An extensive range of refrigerators is available for your selection. 

Features

- Hot and cold frothy milk in your preferred consistency 
at the touch of a button.

- An unlimited selection of beverages from coffee and 
milk mixture drinks to hot and cold milk.

- Get two drinks at a time at the push of a button.
- Large number of different compressor refrigerators, in-

cluding under-counter models.
- Integrated as standard is a high-resolution, capacitive, 

colour, 7″ touchscreen on which up to 24 drinks sym-
bols can be set up.

- Two different user interfaces for service and self-ser-
vice.

- The tried and tested metal brewing assembly with its 
sophisticated design holds up to 23 grammes of ground 
coffee and satisfies the highest requirements in terms 
of coffee quality.

- Easy to operate and take care of, thanks to on-screen 
user instructions and automated cleaning.

- Milk Control Sensor for R,Rd/UBR,UBRd (standard)

Advantages

10 L CF Refrigerators
Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Payment systems

Second Rex-Royal grinder
and much more

Add-on units and options

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 
3N 400VAC 5.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 620 x 721 mm * Alternating heating **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 
3 

25 litres/h* 
25 litres/h* 
25 litres/h 

Hot Water 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 

Instant 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Steam 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Fresh Milk 
47 kg 
47 kg 
47 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

October 2016

CoffeeFresh Milk Hot Water CompactFoam
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Rex-Royal S300 MCTI-CF
Apart from the hot or cold perfect frothy milk in the required consistency, with the integrated twin ground coffee 
dosing units of the S300 MCTI-CF, you can supplement the already almost unlimited selection of beverages with cho-
colate, vanilla, powdered milk or other instant products. As is the case with all „M“ models, with the CompactFoam 
(CF) product range, you can also serve all coffee and milk mixture drinks as well as hot and cold milk. With the S300 
MCTI-CF, instant products can also be added, opening up that crucial multiple choice to you and your customers. The 
S300 MCTI-CF is equipped with innovative Rex-Royal technology for the perfect tasty drink. 

- Hot and cold frothy milk in your preferred consistency at 
the touch of a button.

- An unlimited selection of beverages from coffee and milk 
mixture drinks to hot and cold milk.

- Get two drinks at the push of a button.
- Large number of different compressor refrigerators, in-

cluding under-counter models.
- Integrated as standard is a high-resolution, capacitive, 

colour, 7″ touchscreen on which up to 24 drinks symbols 
can be set up.

- Two different user interfaces (service, self-service).

- The tried and tested metal brewing assembly with its 
sophisticated design holds up to 23 grammes of ground 
coffee and satisfies the highest requirements in terms of 
coffee quality. 

- Easy to operate and take care of, thanks to on-screen 
user instructions and automated cleaning.

- Instant specialities, such as chocolate, vanilla, etc. thanks 
to the two integrated instant containers.

- Milk Control Sensor for R,Rd/UBR,UBRd

Advantages

4 L Refrigerators 
4 L Refrigerators with tray
4 L Refrigerators with integrated heated Cup Holder
10 L Refrigerators
Brewing accelerator
Mobile Carts

Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Payment systems
Second Rex-Royal grinder / milk pump
and much more

Add-on units and options

Specification
Electrical Connection 
1N 230VAC 2.2kW 
1N 230VAC 3.2kW 
2N 400VAC 6.2kW 

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 620 x 721 mm * Alternating heating **Depending on cup size and grinding

1 
2 
3 

30 litres/h* 
30 litres/h* 
30 litres/h 

Hot Water 
2 containers 
2 containers 
2 containers 

Instant 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Steam 
yes 
yes 
yes 

Fresh Milk 
60 kg 
60 kg 
60 kg 

Weight 
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

Cups / HourTyp 

October 2016

Features
CoffeeFresh Milk InstantHot Water

CompactFoam


